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ABOUT THE REPORT
In an effort to get a pulse of the actual impact of the COVID-19 crisis on the startup 

ecosystem, we sent out a survey In October and received 338 responses from 
founders around the globe. Based on this survey and a previous piece of Slush 

research from May, we put together this research report in collaboration with our 
partners, City of Helsinki and NGP Capital to share some insights on the past, 

present and future impact of this crisis through the lens of startup founders and 
entrepreneurs. 

 
In addition to assessing the effects of the crisis, we decided to take a look at history, 
and see how our home ecosystem has evolved in recent years. Using data from Slush 
applications between the years 2014-2020 and data from NGP Capital’s Q-platform, 
we examined the past 7 years to see what type of startup hub Helsinki has become. 
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A WORD FROM OUR PARTNERS
 
CITY OF HELSINKI 
 

“ 
Helsinki wants to be one of world’s most captivating locations for innovative startups, 

companies and individuals who want to make the world a better place. The past year has 
challenged us, but it is a relief to see the results of the survey. The startup ecosystem in Helsinki 
and around the world has coped better than expected. Most of the startups have avoided layoffs 
and many have even found growth. Of course, surviving in the middle of the global pandemic has 
required a lot of agility from all of us. Our long-time partner Slush has provided a great example 
of the quick response needed right now, having brought the startup community together online 
by creating Slush Node. Today we know that the tough decision - not to build the awesome Slush 
Helsinki main event this year - was the right one. 
 
As a relatively small metropolis, the City of Helsinki understands that stability and a sense of 
mutual trust and togetherness are the key ingredients of a functional city and its growing startup 
ecosystem. The support that the close-knit ecosystem has provided for its members during the 
pandemic has been crucial. Helsinki’s main startup services provider NewCo Helsinki has been 
challenged to come up with new ways of supporting the ecosystem, too. We have launched the 
NewCo Accelerator, an incubator and accelerator service for startups suffering from the financial 
crisis brought on by the coronavirus. The international startup ecosystem service Dealroom, 
which Helsinki joined this year, has been another reinforcement to Helsinki’s ecosystem. In 
addition, the collaboration between Helsinki and Slush means that the startup entrepreneurs are 
not left on their own by any means. We all stand side by side in this city. 
 
Helsinki and Slush share the same values and goals and continue to develop and build the future 
of startup activities together. There is no reason to change the target. I hope that next year, we 
will see each other in person in wintery, windy and dark Helsinki and that you can once again feel 
the slush under your feet and Slush in your mind and in your heart. ” 
 
- TOMMO KOIVUSALO, HEAD OF UNIT,  
NEWCO HELSINKI, CITY OF HELSINKI 
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NGP CAPITAL 
 

“ Helsinki is becoming increasingly interesting for international investors. We now see as large 
rounds of financings to Helsinki-based companies as elsewhere in the world. It’s great to see that 
the ecosystem has expanded, become stronger and proven to be so resilient during the pandemic. 
Among the fastest growing tech companies in Europe, many are now from Finland – a huge 
difference from just a few years back. 
 
It’s been a true pleasure to partner with Slush and the City of Helsinki in this research effort. Our 
AI platform, called “Q”, has a wide and deep range of data on Finland and other countries. As an 
international investor with offices in China, the US and here in Finland, Helsinki has a special 
place in our hearts. This is our home and our office at Maria 01 has grown to become one of our 
most important offices globally. I can’t wait to see what 2021 brings.” 
 
 - BO ILSOE, PARTNER AT NGP CAPITAL
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KEY FINDINGS
The initial shock of the coronavirus crisis was apparent in Slush’s March survey. 50% of 
the founders surveyed reported less than 6 months of runway and 47% had either halted 
recruitment or were executing layoffs. At the same time, 46% investors reported an increased 
focus on their existing portfolio companies, exposing a lot of early stage ventures to a lack of 
capital to keep their operations running.

When asked to look back six months now, 50% of founders surveyed expected a large or 
moderate negative impact from the virus, and an additional 29% expected neutral impact at best. 
Today, 30% of founders we surveyed have seen large or moderate positive effects, while an equal 
29% have seen neutral effects. Especially industries like ecommerce, fintech and education have 
strived in a digital-first environment.

Funding still seems to currently be a key problem for founders. While not a huge change to the 
50% reported in March, the situation certainly hasn’t improved for the better as 55% of founders 
now report a current runway of less than 6 months. 35% of founders are now less optimistic 
about their access to capital than 6 months ago.

Compared to the 47% of founders who had halted recruitment or were executing layoffs in 
March, 20% have executed layoffs and 38% have been able to increase their headcount.

In times of adversity, local communities have been an asset to founders. A majority of founders 
have been satisfied with their local ecosystem’s efforts, especially in the Baltic-Nordic 
region outside Finland and in Helsinki. Support through ideas, mental support, and building 
connections in a time of loneliness have been especially valuable.

The founders in our home ecosystem of Helsinki had an especially negative view of the effects 
of the coronavirus crisis, as 57% were expecting a negative impact. While 49% of Helsinki-based 
founders feel that the actual impact has been negative, the ecosystem has shown resilience 
through tough times as 80% have avoided layoffs. In addition, there is hopefulness in the capital 
markets: 40% of Helsinki-based founders are more optimistic about the capital landscape than 
six months ago.

In a broader historical perspective, the Helsinki startup ecosystem has grown up, and it has 
grown with purpose. Compared to the European average, Helsinki hosts substantially more 
companies that have been built with a purposeful mission.

While the coronavirus crisis isn’t certainly over, the level of optimism is rising as a majority of 
founders agree: we are in a better place now than we were six months ago.
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COVID-19:
PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE.

INTRODUCTION 
 
The coronavirus crisis was a shock to everyone, and in 
March it looked like investors and founders alike were 
preparing to shield their companies from the storm. The 
realisation has luckily been different, as according to 
founders, the impact of COVID-19 has been less negative 
than initially thought. Founders have for the most part 
avoided large layoffs, and runways haven’t drained 
perhaps as much as one could have expected based on our 
March survey. There is hope at the end of the tunnel as 
founders have an optimistic view of the future.
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THE INITIAL SHOCK

When we asked founders to look back to their initial reaction to the crisis, 50% said that they expected 
a slight or large negative impact. Only 20% believed that the crisis could have a positive impact on their 
company.

In our March survey, nearly 50% of startups reported a current runway of less than 6 
months. 

NOTE: SLUSH MARCH FOUNDER SURVEY. N=236.

NOTE: SLUSH OCTOBER SURVEY. N=338.

Much of this was attributable to COVID-19, as almost 50% of startups also said that their 
runway had decreased due to the crisis.
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NOTE: SLUSH MARCH FOUNDER SURVEY. N=260.

NOTE: SLUSH MARCH FOUNDER SURVEY. N=248.

40% of the founders surveyed in March said that they had slowed down or halted recruiting, 
and an additional 17% had laid off staff, perhaps in an attempt to protect their runway.
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NOTE: SLUSH OCTOBER SURVEY. N=338.

NOTE: SLUSH MARCH INVESTOR SURVEY. N=132.

In March, investors reported an increasing shift of capital allocation away from new 
investments and towards their existing portfolio companies.

PAST SIX MONTHS:  
THE COVID-19 RESPONSE

While the immediate impact of the pandemic and the early outlook were bleak, the realization has 
been far brighter. Almost 60% of founders now say that the actual impact of the virus has been either 
neutral or positive. Companies in the 11-50 employee range seem to have fared particularly well, while 
companies with less than 10 people have been hit the hardest.
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NOTE: SLUSH OCTOBER SURVEY. ONLY INDUSTRIES WITH MORE THAN 10 RESPONDENTS SELECTED.

Looking at specific industries, fintech, education and e-commerce have seen the most 
positive impact. Arguably, these are set apart by three things: they’re heavy on software, 
they are focused on consumers, and they’ve all seen a rapid change in consumer behaviour. 
At the other end of the spectrum, capital-intensive industries like cleantech and medtech 
have seen the most negative impacts.

While 20% of startups have been forced to lay off or terminate staff in the past six months, 
more than 50% of companies with +10 employees have added to their headcounts.

NOTE: SLUSH OCTOBER SURVEY. N=338.
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The majority of layoffs and terminations have affected less than 25% of companies’ staff. 
Smaller companies have been more likely to lay off or terminate a larger share of their 
employees.

NOTE: SLUSH OCTOBER SURVEY. N=338.

FUTURE OUTLOOK 
 
Compared to March when 50% of startups had less than six months of runway, the situation hasn’t 
worsened notably, with the corresponding number now at 55%. Clearly, many have managed to extend 
their runways. Companies that have raised more capital seem to currently have a healthier runway.

NOTE: SLUSH OCTOBER SURVEY. N=338.
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Founders are feeling mixed about their fundraising prospects, with equal shares of higher 
and lower optimism about access to capital compared to six months ago. Companies in the 
seed to series A range are feeling more optimistic than others.

Perhaps due to the impact of the pandemic turning out more moderate than expected, 
startups are seeing light at the end of the tunnel. Over 50% of founders are more confident 
about their company’s future now than six months ago, and those with more than 10 
employees have seen a particularly sharp rise in optimism.

NOTE: SLUSH OCTOBER SURVEY. N=338.

NOTE: SLUSH OCTOBER SURVEY. N=338.
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REGIONAL COMPARISONS

Perhaps in typical Finnish fashion, founders based in Finland prepared for the worst and expected the 
pandemic to have a more negative impact than their European peers. Almost 60% of Finnish founders 
expected negative effects, whereas that same number stood at 43% among founders outside of the 
Nordic-Baltic region.

Across the board, a majority of founders have seen a neutral or positive impact, with the 
exception of Finnish cities outside Helsinki. Staggeringly, 45% of founders outside the 
Nordic-Baltic region have seen a mostly positive impact from the crisis, while founders in 
Finland have seen a significantly more negative impact.

NOTE: SLUSH OCTOBER SURVEY, RESPONDENTS OUTSIDE EUROPE NOT INCLUDED. N=293.

NOTE: SLUSH OCTOBER SURVEY, RESPONDENTS OUTSIDE EUROPE NOT INCLUDED. N=293
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While, compared to their European counterparts, a slightly larger share of Finnish founders 
are more optimistic about their access to capital than six months ago, experiences in 
Helsinki are particularly varied. Founders that are more optimistic are matched by those that 
are less.

When it comes to staff, founders outside the Nordic-Baltic region have seen the most 
positive effect over the past six months, firing the least and hiring the most. Companies 
based in Helsinki have seen a comparatively small change in either direction, perhaps due to 
their initial negative outlook, and the following preparation, to the impact of the crisis.

NOTE: SLUSH OCTOBER SURVEY, RESPONDENTS OUTSIDE EUROPE NOT INCLUDED. N=293

NOTE: SLUSH OCTOBER SURVEY, RESPONDENTS OUTSIDE EUROPE NOT INCLUDED. N=293
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When it comes to support from their local startup communities, the founders in the Nordic-
Baltic region outside Finland and Helsinki have been particularly satisfied. By contrast, 
founders that hail from other European and Finnish hubs are the least satisfied cohorts.

As a part of the Helsinki startup ecosystem, we decided to take a deep dive into what kind of support 
founders have received and what may have been lacking. In the following section we will go through this 
feedback.

FOUNDER PERSPECTIVES  
– LOCAL SUPPORT FOR HELSINKI-BASED STARTUPS

Helsinki-based entrepreneurs felt that in the past 6 months they received a varying level of support 
from the local community and ecosystem. The most valued support has been within the themes of 
mental support, advice, and connections, whereas support on quantified business activities – sales, 
leads, funding, financial support – has been lacking, or precisely, more wished for. 
 
To understand what kind of support has been readily available for local entrepreneurs, we asked: “What 
type of support have you received from your local community?

NOTE: SLUSH OCTOBER SURVEY, RESPONDENTS OUTSIDE EUROPE NOT INCLUDED. N=293
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Founders have really valued personal 
engagement in times of potentially lonely remote 
work. With the economy, clients, funding and 
other key aspects of running a business facing 
changes and challenges, getting mental support 
from peers or concrete advice on navigating 
through the change (e.g. remote fundraising 
or staff strategy changes) from experienced 
mentors and investors, was the exact kind of 
support that was received and appreciated.  
 
Rent discounts for office space were also 
specifically mentioned several times as an 
important support mechanism for tackling the 
crisis. 

Some of the most valued ways of delivering 
support were; mentoring, peer chats, events, 
community calls, platforms & accelerators. 
Particularly Maria01 founder calls and ad-hoc 
peer discussions seemed to provide a sense 
of community and mental support to many 
founders.  
 
To understand the kind of support founders 
were hoping to get more of within their local 
community, we asked: “What type of support 
would you have needed from your community?”

NOTE: SLUSH OCTOBER SURVEY. FOUNDERS’ FREE-FORM ANSWERS HAVE BEEN CATEGORIZED BY SLUSH, 
NOT MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE. HELSINKI BASED FOUNDERS ONLY. N=63.

NOTE: SLUSH OCTOBER SURVEY. FOUNDERS’ FREE-FORM ANSWERS HAVE BEEN CATEGORIZED 
BY SLUSH, NOT MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE. HELSINKI BASED FOUNDERS ONLY. N=39.
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Received support towards startups seemed to 
focus on “softer” aspects, so naturally, founders 
were hoping for additional support with a 
direct impact on financials; sales, fundraising, 
government support, and so on. A third of 
respondents thought that Finnish government 
support for companies, or the information of it, 
was lacking or geared towards other types of 
companies instead of startups. 
 
Beyond direct business support, corporate 
involvement was mentioned several times – the 
general argument among founders was that more 
established companies as customers, funders, or 

collaborators, largely pulled back from working 
with startups – often with short notice. 
 
Knowledge sharing as a theme, on remote 
work practices, on available support, or other 
timely knowledge, appeared on both ends of the 
spectrum indicating polarization of information 
access. Some startups are tightly connected 
to others and quickly get information on 
opportunities and practices, whereas some feel 
being left behind. This polarization can be partly 
attributed to remote work and lack of ad-hoc 
discussions between new connections. 
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HELSINKI:
THE HOME OF NORDIC VALUES.

INTRODUCTION 
 
Pan-European tech trends over the past 7 years are 
manifested in Helsinki region startups as well, according 
to Slush keyword analysis. Additionally, Helsinki-based 
startups are more and more built on Nordic values like 
education, health & wellbeing, and sustainability, which 
have surged in the past years. 
 
Helsinki still experiences a gap in the later funding rounds, 
especially beyond Series A. According to NGP Capital’s 
Q data, Helsinki-based startups have raised on average 
more Seed funding than other European startups, but less 
Series A funding. Moreover, it takes longer for Helsinki-
based startups to reach Series B investment after a Series 
A investment. 
 
The Helsinki ecosystem has grown up, and it has grown 
with purpose. Compared to the European average, Helsinki 
hosts substantially more companies that have been built 
with a purposeful mission. And it has done so for 10 years 
already. 
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7 YEARS OF HELSINKI & SLUSH

Slush and Helsinki have grown up together and the startups that have been at Slush give a good 
representation of the whole Helsinki ecosystem during the past years. This offers a unique opportunity 
to dig into the technological trends of some 2000 startups that have partaken in Slush between 2014-
2020 through keyword analysis of their product descriptions.

The Helsinki ecosystem was built on with companies such as Rovio and Supercell 
spearheading the industry. Gaming still plays a huge role in Helsinki even though the share 
of gaming companies has been steadily decreasing in the recent years.

Virtual reality among Helsinki-based startups peaked in 2016 and the same happened for 
AR the year after. According to Slush analysis, Helsinki-based startups saw the VR/AR 
trend peak exactly one year before the other Slush startup participants. Still today, Helsinki 
is the home of some leading VR/AR companies in the world, but the hype around these 
technologies seems to be dialing down.

NOTE: SLUSH APPLICATION DATA.
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NOTE: SLUSH APPLICATION DATA.

NOTE: SLUSH APPLICATION DATA.

As with Health & Wellbeing, we’ve witnessed a huge spike in Finnish education tech 
companies this year. Especially when compared to 2014, the Helsinki-based startups have 
clearly started to take the Finnish education global.

Following the COVID-19 outbreak, even more Helsinki-based startups seem to be on a 
mission to scale the Finnish healthcare and wellbeing standards to the world.



Last but definitely not the least, environmental sustainability has surged among the 
Helsinki-startups. Helsinki is at the forefront of a larger trend in which the companies of 
tomorrow are increasingly focusing to solve the problems of our planet through sustainable 
business models and materials.

SIGNS OF A FUNDING GAP

To mark the ending of the first year of a new decade, we decided to look back and see how the Helsinki 
ecosystem differs from the rest of Europe. With the help of NGP Capital and their Q platform, we 
analyzed some 30,000 companies that have raised funding in Europe over the last 10 years. Two things 
that stood out are funding gap and purpose-drivenness.

NOTE: SLUSH APPLICATION DATA.

NOTE: SLUSH APPLICATION DATA.



Comparing the median amount of Angel funding, Seed funding and Series A funding raised 
by a company in Helsinki and Rest of Europe, we can see that Helsinki-based companies 
raise more Seed funding but less Series A funding than their European counterparts. We can 
hypothesize that this is a result of two possible factors. Firstly, the funding environment in 
Finland has been centered around Seed investing. Secondly, it demands more funding for 
Helsinki-based companies to reach the state needed to raise an A round.

Interestingly, when comparing the average days between Seed & Series A round, and 
Series A & B rounds, Helsinki-based companies seem to attract Series A investment exactly 
two years after their Seed funding, which is about three months quicker than an average 
European startup. However, the exact same difference is regarding the days between Series 
A & B investments, but this time Helsinki-based companies are 3 months behind their 
European counterparts.

NOTE: DATA FROM Q-PLATFORM.

NOTE: DATA FROM Q-PLATFORM.
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BUILT ON PURPOSE

What clearly separates Helsinki-based companies from the rest of Europe, is the fact that substantially 
more of them are pursuing positive impact as a part of their core mission. The share of “purpose-driven” 
companies in Helsinki is more than double the amount than in the other parts of our continent.

NOTE: DATA FROM Q-PLATFORM.

NOTE: DATA FROM Q-PLATFORM. PURPOSE-DRIVEN COMPANIES IDENTIFIED WITH DATA FROM DEALROOM.CO.

The difficulty of raising a Series B round or scaling to a stage where raising a Series B 
round is timely is represented in the below chart as well, where we compared the amount 
of companies that have raised an A/B round to companies that have raised a Seed round. 
Regarding Series A funding, Helsinki is on par with the rest of Europe, but in Series B 
rounds, the share of companies is two percentage points lower in Helsinki.
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Purpose-driven business is also good business, according to investors. The average amount 
of total funding raised by purposeful companies in Helsinki is 1.6 million euros larger than 
that of other companies.

NOTE: DATA FROM Q-PLATFORM. PURPOSE-DRIVEN COMPANIES IDENTIFIED WITH DATA FROM DEALROOM.CO.

NOTE: DATA FROM Q-PLATFORM. PURPOSE-DRIVEN COMPANIES IDENTIFIED WITH DATA FROM DEALROOM.CO.

The increasing  number of purpose-driven startups in Europe is part of a larger trend of 
recent years, but the share of purpose-driven companies in Helsinki, founded between 
2010-2015 and 2016-2020, makes it evident that compared to the rest of Europe, Helsinki is 
built on purpose. Already in 2010-2015, the proportion was more than 2x that of elsewhere 
in the continent, but in 2016-2020 the share is already 2.5x.
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APPENDIX:
ALL THE EXTRA STUFF.
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ABOUT OUR PARTNERS
 
CITY OF  
HELSINKI 
 
 
 
 
The city of Helsinki is the seaside capital of Finland, the happiest country in the world, with a 
population of 650,000. We want Helsinki to be the most functional city in the world. In practice, 
a well-functioning city means the concrete actions, choices and services that make everyday life 
easier for people. 
 
Securing sustainable growth is at the heart of our strategy for the future. We want to be a pioneer 
in the local implementation of global responsibility. Helsinki is a city of equality, well-being and 
participation. 
 
Helsinki is big enough to be a place where you can develop and systemically test significant 
innovations, and small enough for it to be feasible in practice. Helsinki is, at the same time, both 
reliable and creative, both spontaneous and organized. The entire city is developed as a platform 
for experimenting and creative business activity.

 
NGP  
CAPITAL 
 
 
 
 
Parts of the analysis are based on data from NGP Capital’s AI platform Q. NGP Capital is a global 
venture capital firm with over $1.2 billion under management backing visionary entrepreneurs 
building solutions that connect people, things and industries in new ways, transforming how we 
live and work. NGP Capital is active in the U.S., Europe, India, and China and has a large office 
in Helsinki. They have invested in 100 companies, including Xiaomi, Moovit, Lime, Deliveroo 
and many more. They Invest at growth-stage, from Series B and beyond. Find out more at www.
ngpcap.com and @ngpcapital. 
 
 
Q 
 
 
 
 
Q is NGP Capital’s AI platform for company and market discovery. Q data originates from a wide 
range of sources. The data is cleaned, combined, categorized, evaluated and processed in Q. No 
data points or aggregates shown are based on a single external data source, unless specifically 
mentioned. 
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DEMOGRAPHICS & 
CONTRIBUTORS 
 
The sources of data for this research were Slush’s surveys from March and October, Slush’s 
application data between 2014-2020 and NGP Capital’s Q-platform. 
 
 
 
SLUSH OCTOBER SURVEY DEMOGRAPHICS 
 
Note for all graphs: Slush October survey. N=338.
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SLUSH COVID-19 REPORT 
 

Check out our previous report here. 
 
 

ABOUT SLUSH 
 

Slush is a student-driven, not-for-profit movement on a mission to create and help founders to change the 
world. We are a community that wants to radically change how entrepreneurship is perceived in Northern 

Europe and beyond. Slush culminates annually for a small intimate gathering with 25,000 of our best 
friends – founders, investors, media, and executives from 130+ countries – in Helsinki every November.  

 
In 2020, we have focused on building a curated online community called Node by Slush, which connects 
startups with investors, partners, and mentors. On top of these, we run an online media called Soaked by 

Slush, a newsletter with 70k+ subscribers, research pieces like this one, and much more. 
 

BEHIND THIS RESEARCH 
 

Elmo Pakkanen 
Tommi Bergström 

Rasmus Halme 
Helmi Korhonen  
Anna Brchisky  

 

https://s3-eu-north-1.amazonaws.com/evermade-slush-org-2019/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/14103329/Slushs-COVID-19-survey-results.pdf
https://www.slush.org/soaked/
https://www.slush.org/newsletter/
https://www.slush.org/research/
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THANKS FOR  
READING! 

 


